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Transatlantic Economic Cooperation 

• New Transatlantic Agenda (1995) 

• Transatlantic Economic Partnership (1998) 

• Guidelines for Regulatory Cooperation and Transparency (2002) 

• Strategy for strengthening EU-US economic partnership (2004) 

• Initiative to enhance transatlantic economic integration and growth 

(2005) 

• Transatlantic Economic Council (2007) 

• HLWG on Jobs and Growth (2011) 

Source: Wilkinoff, 2013 
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Progress 

• Announced February 2013 

• Round 1: July 2013 

• Round 2: (delayed) November 2013 

• Round 3: December 2013 

USTR Michael Froman: ‘get it done on one tank of gas.’

Proposed end date: Late 2014

TTIP Objectives 
Market Access 

Tariffs Eliminate ‘all but the most sensitive’ 

Services Bind to highest level of liberalisation previously achieved 

Investment Liberalisation, protection to highest levels previously achieved

Procurement To be ‘substantially improved’ 

Regulatory Issues, NTBs

Cooperation on standards 

related issues

Openness and convergence on testing and certification, 

conformity assessment

SPS issues Aim of ‘WTO plus’ outcome

Regulatory compatibility Possible use of harmonisation, equivalence and MR in specific 

sectors

Early consultation, periodic review of regulation  

Institutional basis for progress

Rules, principles, new 

modes of cooperation 

Intellectual Property Sustain existing levels, explore further opportunities  

Environment and Labour Protection as per existing agreements

Customs Take beyond current WTO negotiations 

Competition Policy Explore further cooperation 

Localisation barriers Explore further cooperation

State-owned enterprises Explore further cooperation 

Compiled from the HLWG Final Report, February 2013 
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Projected Gains  

No consensus 

• CEPS commissioned by DG Trade 

▫ gains for both the US and EU 

� 119 and 95 billion euros per year respectively

� 545 euros per year for a family of four in the EU

▫ positive impact on global trade 

• ifo Institute commissioned by Bertelsmann 

▫ strong long term economic growth in US, EU 

▫ impose losses on other trade partners

• Both studies: biggest gains through reduction in non-

tariff barriers. 

Regulatory Coherence

• High level of ambition 

• TTIP will include a chapter 

• US Chamber and BUSINESSEUROPE 

▫ detailed set of proposals for consideration

▫ ‘Evergreen’ process 

▫ top down, mandatory equivalence evaluation

▫ focus on stakeholder consultation

▫ Regulatory Compatibility Analysis 

• Mixed Commission response
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Institutional framework? 

• Existing Transatlantic cooperation structures have 

had limitations

• De Gucht, October 2013, Regulatory Cooperation 

Council 

▫ ‘strong institutions … will be key to making the TTIP a 

living agreement’. 

• How will the TTIP be different? 

Implications  

• EU negotiating schedule is FULL

• How will the ‘mega-regionals’ interact? 

▫ TPP and TTIP

• Standard setting, rule making ambitions  of TTIP 

clear

▫ ‘the solutions we develop to these complex problems 

can help fill the many gaps in the multilateral rule book 

later on’ (De Gucht, 2013). 


